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Summary
Context: Healthcare Electronic Syndromic Surveillance (ESS) is the systematic collection, analysis and interpretation of ongoing clinical data with subsequent dissemination of results, which aid clinical decision-making.

Objective: To evaluate, classify and analyze the diagnostic performance, strengths and limitations of existing acute care ESS systems.

Data Sources: All available to us studies in Ovid MEDLINE, Ovid EMBASE, CINAHL and Scopus databases, from as early as January 1972 through the first week of September 2012.

Study Selection: Prospective and retrospective trials, examining the diagnostic performance of inpatient ESS and providing objective diagnostic data including sensitivity, specificity, positive and negative predictive values.

Data Extraction: Two independent reviewers extracted diagnostic performance data on ESS systems, including clinical area, number of decision points, sensitivity and specificity. Positive and negative likelihood ratios were calculated for each healthcare ESS system. A likelihood matrix summarizing the various ESS systems performance was created.

Results: The described search strategy yielded 1639 articles. Of these, 1497 were excluded on abstract information. After full text review, abstraction and arbitration with a third reviewer, 33 studies met inclusion criteria, reporting 102,611 ESS decision points. The yielded I² was high (98.8%), precluding meta-analysis. Performance was variable, with sensitivities ranging from 21% –100% and specificities ranging from 5%–100%.

Conclusions: There is significant heterogeneity in the diagnostic performance of the available ESS implements in acute care, stemming from the wide spectrum of different clinical entities and ESS systems. Based on the results, we introduce a conceptual framework using a likelihood ratio matrix for evaluation and meaningful application of future, frontline clinical decision support systems.
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Introduction
Langmuir first described the fundamental principles of surveillance in 1963, as the systematic collection, analysis and consolidation of pertinent data and the subsequent dissemination of the results to the appropriate agents, who can take further actions [1, 2]. In many places and in many circumstances, electronic adjuncts are taking over components of syndromic surveillance. This is evident in healthcare, where information technology has improved patient safety in the hospital setting through primary and secondary prevention [3].

Medical records in the United States have become progressively more computerized after the incentives from the Health Information Technology for Economic and Clinical Health (HITECH) Act [4], which has created tremendous opportunities and challenges for coordinating local electronic surveillance efforts with national systems. The HITECH act also recognizes the importance of electronic syndromic surveillance (ESS) through the “meaningful use” regulatory framework [4].

Despite this national effort, there is still insufficient evidence about the overall performance and applicability of ESS tools in the everyday inpatient setting, particularly in the intensive care unit (ICU) setting. Several studies in this area often fail to compare the systems to the gold standard, of the human decision-making; instead they use surrogate markers and introduce incorporation bias.

The aims of this systematic review is to evaluate, classify and analyze the diagnostic performance of ESS systems, and introduce a conceptual framework through which we can standardize and deliver ESS tools more effectively and efficiently to the bedside.

Methods
The present systematic review was consistent with the methods prescribed by the Preferred Reporting Items for Systematic Reviews and Meta-Analyses (PRISMA) statement [5], and the Cochrane handbook for systematic reviews and intervention [6].

Institutional Review and Human Subjects Determination
The present study was exempt by the institutional review board approval as it did not involve active human subject research. No individual patients participated in the current study.

Study eligibility and participants
The main objective of this systematic review was to evaluate the performance of ESS in the acute care setting. For the purposes of this study, the “gold standard” used for comparison was the human expert opinion, either sought, or provided in the clinical chart. Included studies systematically evaluated the diagnostic performance of an ESS method against the gold standard, and reported the sensitivity and specificity of their ESS. In many situations, a quantitative or qualitative gold standard did not exist [7]. However, even in those cases, the perception of two individual practitioners served as a useful benchmark. An accountable human provider will eventually provide the final clinical diagnosis and treatment. Such measures are widely used in syndromes like sepsis or ventilator associated events, where consensus guidelines and definitions are used in the place of objective instruments for diagnosis. These clinical definitions are not ideal [8], but practical enough to guide clinical decision-making at the bedside.

Exclusion criteria were non-English language studies, pediatric population studies, and studies which did not systematically evaluate their ESS against an acceptable gold standard. Studies that included ESS tools as part of their gold standard definition were also excluded because of high risk of incorporation bias.

Search strategy
An expert librarian (P.J.E.) contributed with a methodical, comprehensive review of the literature in Ovid MEDLINE and Ovid EMBASE (from May 1975), CINAHL (from January 1992) and Scopus.
(from January 1972), through the first week of September 2012. No publication date restrictions were applied. The earliest chronological result was from January 1972. The detailed librarian search protocol is available in supplementary file Appendix 1. A synopsis of the utilized keywords can be found in ▶Table 1.

**Study selection and data analysis**

Two independent reviewers (M.G.K and J.C.O.) manually examined all study abstracts and retrieved potentially relevant articles for full text review. Each constructed a list of studies meeting criteria. A third reviewer (V.H.) resolved any discordance by arbitration. Using a standardized form, reviewers abstracted information from each study including (a) year, country and setting (b) the study type, population characteristics and sample size (c) the type and the area of intervention (d) the sensitivity, specificity, positive and negative predictive value of the ESS system and (e) a compiled summary of the reviewers’ comments and risk for bias after evaluating the strength of evidence for each given study.

All statistical and mathematical calculations were performed using a meta-analysis package [9] for the STATA software (StataCorp. 2009. Stata Statistical Software: Release 11.2 College Station, TX: StataCorp LP). Using STATA, the authors evaluated the diagnostic performance of different ESS systems and calculated the sensitivity, specificity, positive (LR+) and negative (LR-) likelihood ratios of each system. Four-quadrant likelihood matrices were generated incorporating all selected studies. ESS systems in the left upper quadrant (LUQ) can be used for ruling out (exclusion) and ruling in (confirmation) of syndromes, systems in the right upper quadrant (RUQ) for confirmation only, whereas systems in the left lower quadrant (LLQ) for exclusion only. Systems that fell in the right lower quadrant (RLQ) are systems, which had inferior performance, either in ruling in, or ruling out disorders of interest.

ESS tools are known to be highly heterogeneous and standard taxonomy systems have been used for their classification, like the one suggested from Berlin et al [10]. Studies were not stratified by formal quality scores, as current evidence suggests against employing quality scores in the analysis of diagnostic accuracy studies in systematic reviews [11].

**Results**

The above search strategy yielded 1639 abstracts of which 1497 were excluded based on abstract information. After abstraction and arbitration with a third reviewer, 33 ultimately met inclusion criteria. This is summarized in a PRISMA flow diagram (▶Fig. 1). Nineteen studies were retrospective in design, while 13 were prospective, nonrandomized studies. One study was a prospective randomized controlled trial [12] (▶Table 2).

The majority of the selected ESS studies came from the USA (20 studies). The study selection algorithm included two studies each from Italy, Spain and the Netherlands. Seven studies additional studies originated from Austria, Denmark, Finland, France, Norway, Switzerland and the UK. Twenty-five studies involved academic institutions, three involved community hospitals and five studies were performed in a mixed community and academic setting. A thematic abundance of ESS systems was identified, covering a wide spectrum of clinical areas encompassing acute lung injury [13-15], patient-ventilator interaction [16-18], identification of seizures [19], rapid patient deterioration [20] nosocomial infection surveillance [21-35], heart failure [36], life-threatening electrocardiographic changes [37-39] and hemodynamic stability monitoring [40-42].

The diagnostic performance of the ESS tools was highly variable (▶Table 2). Included studies totaled 102,611 ESS decision points for systematic evaluation [12-43]. Sensitivities of the ESS under examination ranged from 21% [32] to 100% [18, 21, 30, 36, 38]. Specificities ranged from 5% [37] to 100% [27, 31, 38]. Calculated positive likelihood ratios were as low as 1.04 [37] and as high as 929.12 [31]; the negative likelihood ratios ranged from 0.83 [32] to zero [36].

Forest plots of sensitivity, specificity and likelihood ratios can be found in the Appendix. High statistical heterogeneity ($I^2 = 98.8\%$) rendered pooled sensitivities, specificities and likelihood ratios inconsistent for collective meaningful use, thus no meta-analysis could be performed.
The construction of a likelihood ratio matrix (Fig. 2), demonstrates which of the chosen methodologies were robust for ESS. The right, upper quadrant (RUQ) of the matrix illustrates the cluster of ESS tools with superior diagnostic performance in confirming diseases or syndromes. The left, lower quadrant (LLQ) displays more powerful diagnostic tools in excluding diseases/syndromes and the left, upper quadrant (LUQ) contains ESS tools with superior diagnostic performance in both confirming and excluding clinical disease entities or syndromes. The portion of ESS tools that were not as robust, are displayed collectively in the right, lower quadrant (RLQ) of the matrix.

Superior tools in the LUQ of the matrix include the study of van Gils et al. [36], (#27 in Fig. 2). This study preselected ICU patients who already had high clinical probability to develop drastically different outcomes. van Gils et al. used artificial neural networks and self-organizing maps to analyze data obtained from pulmonary arterial catheters, including pulmonary catheter wedge pressure, cardiac index and other hemodynamic measures [36]. The investigators found an average LR+ of 185 (142.47 to 240.22) and an average LR- of <0.01. The self-organizing maps employed the unique opportunity of applying complex vectorial data to direct physiological numbers, obtained through invasive methods. Another exceptional ESS tool was described in Gharaviri et al. [38], (#33 in Fig. 2), with an average LR+ 250.71 (50.60 to 1242.2) and an average LR- of 0.04 (<0.01 to 0.55). This study employed adaptive neuro-fuzzy interface system to detect myocardial ischemia from electrocardiographic data [38].

A study from the author’s institution, Herasevich et al. [18], (#6 in Fig. 2), was useful for the exclusion, but not diagnosis, of ventilator induced lung injury (VILI). The average LR+ was 5.11 (3.79 to 6.90) and the average LR- was <0.01 (<0.01 to 0.08). The tool incorporated a combination of arterial blood gas, ventilator and chest x-ray results and Boolean logic to alert providers that the patient was at risk for VILI, but was not sufficiently specific to “rule in” VILI.

The study of Claridge et al. [27], (#16 in Fig. 2) is representative of studies in the RUQ of the matrix, where the ESS tool can rule-in, but cannot effectively rule out disorders. This ESS tool evaluated the odds of nosocomial infection, and had an average LR+ of 400.95 (55.44 to 2899.8) which means that it can increase the pre-test clinical odds of having a central line blood stream infection or ventilator-associated pneumonia by 400 times. However, the LR- was 0.45 (0.32 to 0.63), indicating low capacity for ruling out nosocomial infection.

Studies in the RLQ of the matrix represent tools with suboptimal diagnostic capabilities for either ruling in, or ruling out disorders of interest. For example, the study of Aboukhalil et al. [39], (#32 in Fig. 2), undertook the difficult task of reducing false alarms from electrocardiographic monitoring in the ICU. With such challenging topic, it is unsurprising that the study had an average LR+ of 1.19 (1.15 to 1.24) and an average LR- of 0.81 (0.77 to 0.84).

### Discussion

Substantial variability was seen in the diagnostic capabilities of ESS systems. The identified lack of diagnostic consistency of the ESS surveillance systems from our study is concordant with the findings of Govindan et al., who described similar variability in the diagnostic performance of harm detection surveillance systems [44].

The likelihood matrix (Fig. 2) is a helpful aid in understanding the ways in which the heterogeneous ESS systems can aid clinical decision-making in a meaningful way. The likelihood ratio is particularly important for summarizing diagnostic accuracy and is more directly applicable to the clinical environment [45]. The LLQ section of the graph identifies a subgroup of surveillance systems with enhanced diagnostic capabilities in excluding clinical entities or syndromes [18, 21, 25, 40]. Given a patient with a pretest probability of less than 50%, the application of Bayes’ theorem would allow a negative test to reduce post-test probability to less than 1%. In a similar fashion the clustered studies in the RUQ of Fig. 2, represent tools with high positive likelihood ratios and low negative likelihood ratios, useful for “ruling in” a diagnostic entity. The tools clustered on the LUQ of the likelihood matrix in Fig. 2 are the ones with the best combined diagnostic performance in both confirming and excluding clinical scenarios. Finally, a significant percentage of ESS tools aggregated in the RLQ of the likelihood matrix, which is an area for suboptimal tests in both confirm-

ing and excluding clinical entities or syndromes. ESS systems should be evaluated and used in a manner equivalent to diagnostic tests used in everyday clinical practice.

The fundamental question about ESS is “do ESS systems have the ability to improve the quality of care?” The answer would seem to be a priori positive, given that computers are readily available to handle large quantities of data cheaply and without error. Electronic decision support should be able to supplement provider’s diagnostic and therapeutic decisions, but optimal tool for the right person is still a work in progress. The five rights of medication safety may be extrapolated to a five rights of a computerized decision support system, e.g. “the right patient, the right problem, the right tool, the right time and the right route” [46]. More importantly, ESS systems can assume the role of real-time “sniffers”, notifying providers when time-sensitive conditions [47] are occurring and avoid catastrophic failures to rescue because of failures to recognize. The heterogeneity found in this review seems to indicate that in many areas, this potential has as of yet to be fully realized.

The most significant limitation of the present systematic review is the narrow selection of studies comparing ESS systems with the gold standard. Several high quality studies were excluded because of their use of a different comparator, such as patient outcomes or cost of care, and thus were excluded from this review. A second limitation is that the high heterogeneity between the selected studies rendered reaching an overall, pooled diagnostic performance, inappropriate. This heterogeneity, confirms the opinions and findings of other authors, highlights the wide variety of ESS systems [10, 44] and reflects the anticipated diversity of clinical entities and syndromes. A final limitation is the exclusion of pediatric studies. None of the authors has significant experience with pediatric acute care, and did not feel qualified to critically appraise this body of literature.

Strengths of this study include the comprehensive literature search, the analytical review of the included studies and the performance of calculations to obtain missing diagnostic indices. The extensive final database contains more than a hundred thousand diagnostic decision support points (Table 2). Moreover, this study offers a subtle, yet clear message. Several studies located in the RLQ of the likelihood matrix, with inferior diagnostic capacities to rule in disorders, delivered alerts to practitioners. However, systems located in the LLQ of the matrix, may still have diagnostic value in aiding the exclusion of catastrophic disorders or they can be utilized as tools for screening and enrollment of eligible patients in clinical investigations. For example, a study that wants to enroll patients who have not yet developed, and are at risk for developing ventilator-induced lung injury, may utilize an ESS tool which has superior capabilities in excluding this disorder [47].

We recommend that the output of ESS systems should be approached in the same manner as any other results of diagnostic tests, such as laboratory or radiologic results. Explanations of their significance, based on likelihood ratio performance, should be readily available to the bedside provider, explaining the diagnostic strength in ruling in or ruling out disorders and the severity of the result [positive, negative, critical]. ESS-generated alerts can be carefully crafted to follow the same triage notification mechanism for critical laboratory results. Care should be taken when setting thresholds to send alerts, in order to avoid “alarm fatigue” [48].

The benefits of optimally functioning ESS systems can be substantial for individual patients and the broader community. The incentives from the HITECH act and the meaningful use momentum, create unique opportunities [4] in terms of regulation, guideline development and application of future state-of-the-art electronic syndromic surveillance systems. In the present study, by providing a bird-eye’s view and classifying the several different ESS systems based on their diagnostic performance, we deliver further insight for the meaningful use of those systems in the everyday clinical practice.

Conclusion

When taken together, our results suggest that there is a wide spectrum of diagnostic ESS systems capabilities. This high heterogeneity reflects the diversity of clinical entities and syndromes, as well as the diversity of the respective systems’ performance. ESS data can be employed in a manner similar to radiologic and laboratory tests and this could guide the presentation and regulation of ESS systems. The visual classification of these systems in the likelihood matrix is a conceptual benefit, which can aid their clinical application and interpretation. Based on our knowledge, this is the first...
study to suggest this framework for ESS systems. Clinical decision support committees, journals and developers, having frontline practitioners in mind, could consider adopting the likelihood matrix framework early on in the development, appraisal and application of their systems.
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Fig. 1  Flow diagram of the study selection process.

Fig. 2  The likelihood matrix
# Summary of used key words

- Computer surveillance system
- Electronic surveillance system
- Sensitivity
- Specificity
- Positive predictive value
- Negative predictive value
- Automated surveillance
- Screening
- Intensive care units
- Computerized surveillance
- Automated screening tool
- Gold standard manual chart review
- Diagnostic performance

## Table 1  Summary of used keywords
# Table 2
Summary of performance of ESS studies in comparison with the gold standard. Study ID numbers correspond to the labels in the likelihood matrix (Figure 2)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Study ID</th>
<th>Author and Year</th>
<th>Electronic Syndromic Surveillance Purpose</th>
<th>Type of Study</th>
<th>N of decision points</th>
<th>Sensitivity</th>
<th>Specificity</th>
<th>Positive Likelihood Ratio</th>
<th>Negative Likelihood Ratio</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Slooter et al 2006 (19)</td>
<td>Seizures (distinguish between seizure and non-seizure epochs)</td>
<td>Retrospective</td>
<td>150</td>
<td>0.89</td>
<td>0.75 to 0.97</td>
<td>0.50</td>
<td>0.40 to 0.60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Kho et al 2007 (20)</td>
<td>Identification of rapid patient deterioration</td>
<td>Prospective, nonrandomized</td>
<td>1878</td>
<td>0.54</td>
<td>0.39 to 0.68</td>
<td>0.71</td>
<td>0.69 to 0.73</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Azzam et al 2009 (13)</td>
<td>Acute Lung Injury</td>
<td>Retrospective</td>
<td>199</td>
<td>0.87</td>
<td>0.75 to 0.95</td>
<td>0.89</td>
<td>0.83 to 0.94</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Mojoli et al 2010 (17)</td>
<td>Patient-Ventilator asynchrony</td>
<td>Retrospective</td>
<td>3016</td>
<td>0.99</td>
<td>0.98 to 1.00</td>
<td>0.98</td>
<td>0.97 to 0.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Garcia-Esquirol et al 2010 (16)</td>
<td>Patient-Ventilator asynchrony</td>
<td>Retrospective</td>
<td>1001</td>
<td>0.91</td>
<td>0.88 to 0.94</td>
<td>0.92</td>
<td>0.89 to 0.94</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Herasevich et al 2011 (18)</td>
<td>Ventilator-Induced Lung Injury</td>
<td>Retrospective</td>
<td>304</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>0.97 to 1.00</td>
<td>0.81</td>
<td>0.74 to 0.86</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>Koenig et al 2011 (14)</td>
<td>Acute Lung Injury</td>
<td>Prospective, nonrandomized</td>
<td>1269</td>
<td>0.98</td>
<td>0.92 to 1.00</td>
<td>0.98</td>
<td>0.97 to 0.98</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>Schmicki et al 2012 (15)</td>
<td>Acute Lung Injury</td>
<td>Retrospective</td>
<td>161</td>
<td>0.47</td>
<td>0.37 to 0.57</td>
<td>0.92</td>
<td>0.80 to 0.98</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>Hooper et al 2012 (12)</td>
<td>Systemic Inflammatory Response Syndrome</td>
<td>Prospective, nonrandomized</td>
<td>529</td>
<td>0.99</td>
<td>0.97 to 1.00</td>
<td>0.92</td>
<td>0.88 to 0.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>Leth et al 2006 (22)</td>
<td>Septicemia, UTI, pneumonia, postoperative wound infection</td>
<td>Prospective, nonrandomized</td>
<td>2820</td>
<td>0.77</td>
<td>0.70 to 0.83</td>
<td>0.99</td>
<td>0.99 to 0.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>Pokorny et al 2006 (21)</td>
<td>Various types of nosocomial infections</td>
<td>Retrospective</td>
<td>1044</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>0.98 to 1.00</td>
<td>0.54</td>
<td>0.50 to 0.57</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Study ID</td>
<td>Author and Year</td>
<td>Electronic Syndromic Surveillance Purpose</td>
<td>Type of Study</td>
<td>N of decision points</td>
<td>Sensitivity</td>
<td>Specificity</td>
<td>Positive Likelihood Ratio</td>
<td>Negative Likelihood Ratio</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>---------</td>
<td>-----------------</td>
<td>------------------------------------------</td>
<td>---------------</td>
<td>---------------------</td>
<td>-------------</td>
<td>-------------</td>
<td>--------------------------</td>
<td>--------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>Schurink et al 2007 (24)</td>
<td>Ventilator Associated Pneumonia</td>
<td>Prospective, nonrandomized</td>
<td>872</td>
<td>0.78</td>
<td>0.70 to 0.84</td>
<td>0.78</td>
<td>0.75 to 0.81</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>Bellini et al 2007 (23)</td>
<td>Bloodstream Infections</td>
<td>Prospective, nonrandomized</td>
<td>350</td>
<td>0.68</td>
<td>0.59 to 0.76</td>
<td>0.94</td>
<td>0.91 to 0.97</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>Woeltje et al 2008 (25)</td>
<td>Central Line Associated Bloodstream Infections</td>
<td>Retrospective</td>
<td>771</td>
<td>0.94</td>
<td>0.91 to 0.96</td>
<td>0.62</td>
<td>0.57 to 0.67</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>Klompas et al 2008 (26)</td>
<td>Ventilator Associated Pneumonia</td>
<td>Prospective, nonrandomized</td>
<td>455</td>
<td>0.95</td>
<td>0.76 to 1.00</td>
<td>0.96</td>
<td>0.94 to 0.98</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>Claridge et al 2009 (27)</td>
<td>Central Line Associated Bloodstream Infections</td>
<td>Prospective, nonrandomized</td>
<td>769</td>
<td>0.55</td>
<td>0.38 to 0.71</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>0.99 to 1.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17</td>
<td>Wright et al 2009 (28)</td>
<td>Nosocomial Infections</td>
<td>Retrospective</td>
<td>1068</td>
<td>0.75</td>
<td>0.58 to 0.88</td>
<td>0.97</td>
<td>0.95 to 0.98</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18</td>
<td>Wright et al 2009 (28)</td>
<td>Central Line Associated Bloodstream Infections</td>
<td>Retrospective</td>
<td>700</td>
<td>0.99</td>
<td>0.98 to 1.00</td>
<td>0.98</td>
<td>0.95 to 0.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19</td>
<td>Hota et al 2010 (22)</td>
<td>Prediction of central venous catheter use</td>
<td>Retrospective</td>
<td>1386</td>
<td>0.90</td>
<td>0.88 to 0.92</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>0.99 to 1.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>McGrane et al 2010 (29)</td>
<td>Sepsis</td>
<td>Prospective, nonrandomized</td>
<td>688</td>
<td>0.75</td>
<td>0.70 to 0.80</td>
<td>0.74</td>
<td>0.69 to 0.78</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21</td>
<td>Thiel et al 2010 (32)</td>
<td>Septic Shock</td>
<td>Retrospective</td>
<td>41459</td>
<td>0.21</td>
<td>0.19 to 0.23</td>
<td>0.96</td>
<td>0.96 to 0.96</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22</td>
<td>Koller et al 2010 (30)</td>
<td>Sepsis, Central Line Associated Bloodstream Infections Pneumonia, UTI</td>
<td>Prospective, nonrandomized</td>
<td>99</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>0.88 to 1.00</td>
<td>0.96</td>
<td>0.88 to 0.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>23</td>
<td>Woeltje et al 2011 (34)</td>
<td>Central Line Associated Bloodstream Infections</td>
<td>Retrospective</td>
<td>330</td>
<td>0.96</td>
<td>0.88 to 0.99</td>
<td>0.98</td>
<td>0.95 to 0.99</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 2

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Study ID</th>
<th>Author and Year</th>
<th>Electronic Syndromic Surveillance Purpose</th>
<th>Type of Study</th>
<th>N of decision points</th>
<th>Sensitivity</th>
<th>Specificity</th>
<th>Positive Likelihood Ratio</th>
<th>Negative Likelihood Ratio</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>24</td>
<td>Choduri et al 2011 (33)</td>
<td>Catheter Associated Urinary Tract Infections</td>
<td>Retrospective</td>
<td>204</td>
<td>0.86</td>
<td>0.75 to 0.94</td>
<td>0.94 to 0.97</td>
<td>13.93</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25</td>
<td>Bouzbid et al 2011 (35)</td>
<td>Nosocomial Infections</td>
<td>Retrospective</td>
<td>1499</td>
<td>0.77</td>
<td>0.72 to 0.82</td>
<td>0.87 to 0.89</td>
<td>6.04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>26</td>
<td>Jonsbu et al 1993 (40)</td>
<td>Prediction of Coronary Care Unit Admission</td>
<td>Prospective, nonrandomized</td>
<td>1251</td>
<td>0.96</td>
<td>0.94 to 0.97</td>
<td>0.56 to 0.60</td>
<td>2.18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>27</td>
<td>van Gils et al 1997 (36)</td>
<td>Heart Failure</td>
<td>Retrospective</td>
<td>26362</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>1.00 to 1.00</td>
<td>0.99 to 1.00</td>
<td>185.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>28</td>
<td>Kennedy et al 1997 (41)</td>
<td>Acute Myocardial Infarction</td>
<td>Prospective, nonrandomized</td>
<td>89</td>
<td>0.91</td>
<td>(0.71 to 0.99)</td>
<td>0.90 to 0.96</td>
<td>8.70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>29</td>
<td>Lorenzi et al 2006 (43)</td>
<td>Chest Pain</td>
<td>Prospective, nonrandomized</td>
<td>473</td>
<td>0.90</td>
<td>(0.86 to 0.94)</td>
<td>0.87 to 0.91</td>
<td>6.83</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30</td>
<td>Helfenbein et al 2006 (37)</td>
<td>QT Interval monitoring</td>
<td>Retrospective</td>
<td>116</td>
<td>0.99</td>
<td>(0.94 to 1.00)</td>
<td>&lt;0.01 to 0.26</td>
<td>1.04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>31</td>
<td>Eshelman et al 2008 (42)</td>
<td>Hemodynamic Instability</td>
<td>Retrospective</td>
<td>1125</td>
<td>0.72</td>
<td>(0.65 to 0.78)</td>
<td>0.77 to 0.79</td>
<td>3.09</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>32</td>
<td>Aboukhalil et al 2008 (39)</td>
<td>Life Threatening Arrhythmias</td>
<td>Retrospective</td>
<td>9772</td>
<td>0.40</td>
<td>(0.39 to 0.42)</td>
<td>0.50 to 0.51</td>
<td>1.19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>33</td>
<td>Gharaviri et al 2008 (38)</td>
<td>Myocardial Ischemia (ST/ T wave changes)</td>
<td>Prospective, nonrandomized</td>
<td>402</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>(0.75 to 1.00)</td>
<td>1.00 to 1.00</td>
<td>250.71</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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